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Rights of the child…

Article 1: Everyone under the age of 18 has all the rights in the convention

Article 14: Every child has the right to think and believe what they choose and also to practice their
 religion, as long as they are not stopping other people from enjoying their rights. Governments must
 respect the rights and responsibilities of parents to guide their child as they grow. 

Article 28: A good quality education. Should be encouraged to go to school to the highest level they
    can.

Article 29: Education must develop every child’s personality, talents and abilities to the full.
It must encourage the child’s respect for human rights as well as their parents, their own culture 
and other culture and their environment. 



Buntingsdale Primary School and Nursery
Modern Foreign Languages (MFL) Policy

1. Curriculum Statement –   Modern Foreign Languages (MFL)  

Intent
It is our intent at Buntingsdale Primary School to provide all of our children with a high quality education in 
Modern Foreign Languages (MFL), which develops their love of learning about other languages and cultures 
and helps provide them with an understanding of the world. We believe that learning another language gives 
children a new and broader perspective on the world, encouraging them to understand their own cultures and 
those of others, which feeds into our whole school values of RESPECT where many religions and cultures are 
represented.
All pupils at Buntingsdale will be expected to achieve their full potential in their foreign language learning 
(French) - the ultimate aim is that pupils will feel confident engaging in spoken French, develop skills in 
reading, listening and writing, and know how important languages will be in their future. We hope that all pupils
will develop a genuine interest and curiosity about languages, finding them enjoyable and exciting and show a 
desire to continue their language learning past KS2.

Implementation
In our scheme of work - “Language Angels” – the French curriculum has a focus on speaking, listening, 
reading and writing skills, as well as making children aware of grammatical features of the French language. 
Teachers follow the sequence of lessons from this scheme of work adapted to suit our pupils covering a wide 
variety of topics and themes which delivers the requirements of the National Curriculum through half-termly 
units of work. For year 3/4, weekly lessons are taught for 30 minutes and Year 5/6 for 40 minutes ensuring 
progression by building on previous lessons. Previous language will be revised, recalled and consolidated 
whenever possible and appropriate. Evidence of lessons taught are captured in children’s French books 
(either photos, drawings, sentences, captions.). These books move with pupils from year 3 to year 6 so that 
previous learning is accessible to all. Pupils will continuously build on their previous knowledge as they 
progress in their foreign language learning journey through Buntingsdale. Performance is a key part of pupils’ 
French learning. The opportunities that we plan for this includes singing songs, drama / role play activities and
performing rhymes. Occasionally this is recorded and uploaded to our staff server to allow children to see the 
progression they have made over time. The subject leader for MFL identifies the school needs and co- 
ordinates professional development opportunities.

Impact
Our French curriculum will ensure all pupils develop key language learning skills, as set out by the National 
Curriculum, as well as a love of languages and learning about other cultures.

2. Teaching and Learning
At Buntingsdale, we have chosen utilise the Language Angels scheme of work and resources from Y3 to 
ensure we offer a relevant, broad, vibrant and ambitious foreign languages curriculum that will inspire and 
excite our pupils using a wide variety of topics and themes. All pupils will be expected to achieve their full 
potential by encouraging high expectations and excellent standards in their foreign language learning - the 
ultimate aim being that pupils will feel willing and able to continue studying languages beyond key stage 2. We 
are confident that the scheme of work more than adequately meets the national vision for Modern Foreign 
Languages.



3.Assessment

The teaching of French is monitored by the subject leader throughout all year groups, using a variety of 
strategies such as book scrutinises, lesson observations, staff discussions and pupil interviews.  Feedback is 
given to teachers and leaders use the information to see if the children know more and remember more. The 
children’s progress is assessed termly, using the Language Angels online tracking system.

4. Planning and Resources
The progressive MFL scheme of work from Language Angels will be taught from years 3-6 on a mixed-
age, 2 year rolling cycle and supplemented with resources from various companies and organisations.

A range of resources are available to staff and pupils which successfully supports the delivery of the 
French curriculum and enables all learners to reach their full potential. Resources are suitably maintained
and replenished when needed, which is overseen by the MFL lead.

 Language Angels Subscription for all year groups and individual logins for each child in school
 Chrome Books in each classroom to access online games (number dependant on number of pupils)
 French Dictionaries

5. Organisation
As well as each subsequent lesson within a unit being progressive, the teaching type organisation of 
Language Angels units also drives progressive learning and challenge. Units increase in level of challenge, 
stretch and linguistic and grammatical complexity as pupils move from Early Learning units through 
Intermediate units and into the most challenging Progressive units. Units in each subsequent level of the 
teaching type categories require more knowledge and application of skills than the previous teaching type. 
Activities contain progressively more text (both in English and the foreign language being studied) and lessons
will have more content as the children become more confident and ambitious with the foreign language they 
are learning.

Early Learning units will start at basic noun and article level and will teach pupils how to formulate short 
phrases. By the time pupils reach Progressive units they will be exposed to much longer text and will be 
encouraged to formulate their own, more personalised responses based on a much wider bank of vocabulary, 
linguistic structures and grammatical knowledge. They will be able to create longer pieces of spoken and 
written language and are encouraged to use a variety of conjunctions, adverbs, adjectives, opinions and 
justifications. 

Teachers will have a clear overview of what they are working towards and if they are meeting these criteria. 
They will use the long-term planning document to ensure the correct units are being taught to the correct 
classes at each stage of the scholastic year. Short-term planning is also provided in the form of unit overviews 
(covering the learning targets for each 6-week unit) and individual lesson plans laying out the learning aims 
and intentions of each individual lesson within a unit. These planning documents ensure that teachers know 
what to teach and how to teach it in each lesson, across whole units and across each scholastic term.

Pupils will be aware of their own learning goals and progression as each unit offers a pupil friendly overview so
that all pupils can review their own learning at the start and at the end of each unit. They will know and will be 
able to articulate if they have or have not met their learning objectives and can keep their unit learning 
intention sheets and unit core vocabulary sheets as a record of what they have learnt from unit to unit and from
year to year.

The opportunity to assess pupil learning and progression in the key language skills (speaking, listening, 
reading and writing) and against the 12 DfE Languages Programme of Study for Key Stage 2 attainment 



targets is provided at the end of each 6-week teaching unit. This information will be recorded and will be 
monitored by the Foreign Language Subject Leader who can use this data to ensure teaching is targeted and 
appropriate for each pupil, class and year group as well as to feedback on progress to SLT and stakeholders. 
Teachers will be able to record, analyse and access this data easily using the Tracking and Progression Tool 
that will monitor school, class and individual progress in the foreign language. Pupils will also be offered self-
assessment grids to ensure they are also aware of their own progress which they can keep as a record of their
progress.

Children are expected to make good or better than good progress in their foreign language learning and their 
individual progress is tracked and reported to pupils and parents / carers in line with school recommendations.

If pupils are not progressing in line with expectations, this will be identified in the End of Unit Skills 
Assessments provided in the Language Angels Tracking & Progression Tool. This will enable teachers to put 
in place an early intervention programme to address any areas that require attention in any of the language 
learning skills.

6.   Key Stage 1 and Foundation Stage   
Whilst not a compulsory subject, teachers have been given a range of songs, stories and activities to use 
within their classes. This encourages the children to listen to and begin to familiarise themselves with the 
differences and similarities of a foreign language.

7. KS2
In line with the National Curriculum for MFL, pupils in KS2 at Buntingsdale Primary school are taught to:

1. listen attentively to spoken language and show understanding by joining in and responding
2. explore the patterns and sounds of language through songs and rhymes and link the spelling, sound 

and meaning of words
3. engage in conversations; ask and answer questions; express opinions and respond to those of others; 

seek clarification and help
4. speak in sentences, using familiar vocabulary, phrases and basic language structures
5. develop accurate pronunciation and intonation so that others understand when they are reading aloud 

or using familiar words and phrases
6. present ideas and information orally to a range of audiences
7. read carefully and show understanding of words, phrases and simple writing
8. appreciate stories, songs, poems and rhymes in the language
9. broaden their vocabulary and develop their ability to understand new words that are introduced into 

familiar written material, including through using a dictionary
10. write phrases from memory, and adapt these to create new sentences, to express ideas clear
11. describe people, places, things and actions orally and in writing
12. understand basic grammar appropriate to the language being studied, including (where relevant): 

feminine, masculine and neuter forms and the conjugation of high-frequency verbs; key features and 
patterns of the language; how to apply these, for instance, to build sentences; and how these differ 
from or are similar to English.

8. Equal Opportunities
Each pupil will have the opportunity to progress through the curriculum at a level and rate appropriate to their 
needs. Inevitably, difficulties will arise from time to time, as pupils do not access new information at the same 
rate; furthermore, an individual may achieve at different levels within the various areas of MFL such as 
reading, writing and speaking and listening. In the context of the classroom, it is the teacher’s responsibility to 
match the need to relevant activities.

9. Inclusion
A fundamental principle of Buntingdale Primary School is that language learning is for all children and is 
inclusive in approach. This includes children of all abilities, social and cultural backgrounds, those with 
disabilities and EAL speakers. This is also built into the scheme of work, with great emphasis on encouraging 
pupils to participate, allowing them to speak out loud in French individually when they feel confident enough, 



rather than feeling a failure because they are not ready to do so. The majority of the oral, spoken language 
practice is done en masse (all together). 

We recognise that all children have an entitlement to MFL and work is differentiated accordingly. Although we 
teach French to “year group expectations” we recognise that some children will be working above or below 
these expectations. We ensure that we use assessment to inform the next step for each child. The Language 
Angels scheme of work provides experiences in learning a language that are relevant to all the pupils. It is not 
intended that every child will cover every example of work, but that the breadth of activities will challenge all 
pupils. 

Action may include:
 Additional support of a Teaching Assistant, e.g. in scribing or re-wording questions or keeping a child 

‘on task’
 Emphasis on oral or practical work and paired/partner work
 Provision of extension materials for the gifted child
 Use of scaffolded learning materials such as cue cards 
 Vocabulary is displayed in classroom to serve as a reminder to children.

10. Role of the Subject Leader
It is the responsibility of the MFL lead to ensure that MFL remains a high priority and that the teaching and 
learning of French is of a high standard.

In order to do this, the MFL lead will:
 Ensure a full range of relevant and effective resources are available to enhance and support 

learning.
 Ensure assessment systems are in place and being utilised by all teaching staff.
 Maintain overall consistency in standards of MFL across the school.
 Report on MFL at specific times of the year to the Governing Body/Head/Staff.
 Audit the needs of the staff in terms of training/CPD.
 Support staff with their day-to-day practice 
 Seek out opportunities to inspire staff in developing their practice through modelling and sharing 

new ideas, approaches and initiatives.
 Attend training and co- ordinate professional development opportunities.

11. Parents
Parents are encouraged to inform the school about the languages they speak and these can then be added to 
the list of the languages celebrated through our Language Celebration Days.

This policy will be reviewed by the Governing body
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